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Clothing from the hands that 
weave 

Anita Mayer 1984 
 

Anita Luvera Mayer is an accomplished 
author and contributor to national fiber arts 
magazines.  She has written several books, 
including Clothing from the Hands That 
Weave, which features endless possibilities 
on what you can do with a piece of fabric.    

 

Compendium of finishing 
techniques 

Naomi McEneely 2003 For weavers, knitters, sewers, quilters, 
embroiderers, crocheters, or anyone who is 
interested in the textile arts, this 
compendium offers an extensive range of 
fabric finishes. From basic to esoteric, 
simple and elegant to highly decorative, 
these finishes can be applied to any fabric—
woven, knitted, crocheted, handmade, or 
purchased. Each technique is clearly 
presented with text, illustrations, and 
photographs of examples. 
 

 Fashions from the loom Betty Beard 1980 This spiral bound book is an aid to the 
beginning weaver for designing handwoven 
clothing which may be shaped on the loom. 
Timeless ideas for woven cloth are found in 
this rare and functional book. 
"Brings you traditional loom-shaped and 
ethnic designs as well as some of the 
author's own originals. Weave a sherpa 
coat, a bog shirt or more than 40 other 
projects." 



 

Hands on weaving Barbara Liebler 
 

1986 
2 copies 

 

Essential volume for a beginning weaver. 
The photographs and diagrams are easy to 
follow, and the sample projects are 
attractive, sturdy, and simple. 

 

Hands on rigid heddle 
weaving 

Betty Lynn Davenport 1987 With instructions for how to make wonderful 
projects and plain-weave variations, this 
user-friendly guide covers choosing, setting 
up, and weaving on a rigid heddle loom. 
This guide explains how to create an array 
of imaginative and distinctive woven pieces.  
Both beginners and experienced weavers 
will value its thriftiness and versatility. 

 

 

 

Handweaver’s pattern book Marguerite Porter Davison 1994  
rev. ed. 

A collection of 377 patterns for four-harness 
weaving organized in groups of similar 
designs. 

 L’Amour de maman: La 
Tradidion acadienne du 
tissage en Louisiane heritage 
(The Acadian textile heritage) 

 1983 In French and English.  Produced by the 
Louisiana State Museum, L'Amour de 
Maman examines the production of textiles 
by the Acadians who arrived in Louisiana 
during the second half of the eighteenth 
century. The focus is on Louisiana Acadian 
textiles and the tools and techniques 
employed to make them.  As the book 
states "both textile production and textile 
use became associated with social customs 
integral to the Acadian identity.” Forced to 
adapt to a new climate and new materials in 
Louisiana, the Acadians developed a textile 
tradition that continued until the middle of 
this century. L'Amour de Maman documents 
two hundred years of Louisiana Acadian 
textile production and Acadian customs that 



are no longer practiced.   

 Learning to weave with 
Debbie Redding 

Deborah Redding 1984 
3 copies 

"LEARNING TO WEAVE is a four-harness 
weaving course which makes understanding 
the mysteries of weaving easy. The writing 
is friendly and straightforward; the 
illustrations and photographs are clear. All 
you need to know to weave with confidence 
is here: step-by-step warping, weaving 
technique, project planning, reading and 
altering drafts, the basics of the most 
common weave structures, as well as lots of 
handy tips." This book has 232 pages and is 
profusely illustrated. 

 Master weaver Library 
Vol. 1:  A treasury for 
beginners  

S. A. Zielinski, author 
Roberat Leclerc, ed. 

1979 22 volume set 
An encyclopedia with extensive information 
on techniques and fibers relating to 
handweaving. 
 
 
Note:  Guild owns 2 sets.  Set #1 is 
complete.  Set #2 includes Vols. 2-4, and 6-
22. 

 Master weaver library  Vol. 2:  
All about looms 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 3:  Creative drafting and 
analysis 

   

 Master weaver library  
Vol. 4:  Yarns and fibers  

   

 Master weaver library  
Vol. 5: Everything a weaver 
should know about warps and 
warping 
 
 

   

http://www.librarything.com/work/4991767
http://www.librarything.com/work/3483009


 Master weaver library 
Vol. 6:  Technology of 
handweaving (equipment and 
its use) 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 7:  Contemporary 
approach to traditional 
weaves:  overshot and 
summer and winter 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 8:  Contemporary 
approach to traditional 
weaves:  crackle, M’s and O’s 
and others 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 9:  Fascination of twills 
(fourshafts) 

   

 
 
 

Master weaver library 
Vol. 10:  Fascination of twills 
(multishafts) 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 11:  Traditional texture 
weaves and exploring the 
textures (waffle, honey comb, 
half-waffle, crepe and 
variations) 

  Part 1:  Traditional texture weaves. 
Part 2:  Exploring textures, 4 shafts, 
multishafts, and 8 shafts and other topics. 

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 12:  Spot weaves, old 
and new (Bronson, swivel, 
turned spot weaves, spot 
weaves and others)  

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 13:  Woven lace and 
lacey weaves (Bronson lace, 
Swedish lace, huckaback 
lace, cross waves, net 
weaves, leno, gauze) 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 14:  Pile weaves, rugs 
and tapestry 

   



 Master weaver library 
Vol. 15:  Double weaves 

    

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 16:  Little known weaves 
worth knowing better  
(Cannale, locked wefts, 
lappet, mock leno, paper 
spots and others.) 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 17:  Resist dyeing, 
curiosities and inventions 

  Includes Shibori, batik, resist dyeing and 
others. 

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 18:  Composition and 
designing – Part I 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 19:  Composition and 
designing for advanced 
weavers – Part II 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 20:  More about fabrics 

   

 Master weaver library 
Vol. 21 & 22:   

  Vol. 21:  A weave ponders his craft; 
collection of controversial essays. 
Vol. 22:  Complete index with reference. 

 

Rug weavers sourcebook Linda Collier Ligon, ed. 1984 Eight rug weavers tell in detail how they go 
about doing what they do. Covered are 
design, materials, edges and tension, and 
finishing. A rug illustrates each subject. 

 

Sheer delight:  Handwoven 
transparencies 

Doramay Keasbey 1990 This book is full of examples of 
transparencies from artists working today 
using the Theo Moorman technique of inlay. 
Besides being an inspirational book, there is 
drafting information and suggestions as to 
how to plan the inlay cartoon. A final 
chapter is on how to properly hang 
transparencies. 



 

Step-by-step tablet weaving Marjorie and William Snow 1973 A fascinating new look at the ancient art of 
tablet weaving. This method of weaving--
which uses tablets, or cards, instead of a 
loom--produces a unique fabric of great 
strength.  Easy to follow step-by-step 
instructions guide the beginning tablet 
weaver through a series of beautiful, and 
useful projects. 

                

Tapestry weaving; a 
comprehensive study guide 

Nancy Harvey 1991 Learn tapestry weaving from start to finish 
with this thorough guide. Hundreds of 
problem-solving tips are presented along 
with dozens of photos. 

        

Warp and Weave Robert Leclerc 1979 rev. 
ed. 

This classic book provides the beginner or 
advanced weaver with a guide to weaving 
covering basic loom design, operation, 
warping techniques, understanding drafts 
and weaving basics. Written by one of the 
leading figures in the 20th century weaving 
revival, Robert Leclerc's book contains 
many hints and detailed illustrations of 
components and techniques designed to 
make the weaving process more 
understandable. 
Note:  This is the book that comes with 
nearly all Leclerc looms.  

 

Warping all by yourself Cay Garrett and Dorothy M. 
Beebee, illustrator 

1974 This book is a collaboration of two 
individuals:  Cay Garrett and Dorothy 
Beebee, one a weaver and the other a 
graphic artist.  Together they have formed a 
unique book that will guide you through 
warping all by yourself on any loom, any 
width, any length, any combination of 
materials, and have even tension. 

http://www.abebooks.com/servlet/FrameBase?content=/en/imagegallery/imagegallery.shtml?si=t&images=http://ecx.images-amazon.com/images/I/61fEJdZRDOL.jpg
http://www.goodreads.com/book/photo/162034.Tapestry_Weaving
http://www.librarything.com/work/158911


 

Warping your loom and tying 
on new warps 

Peggy Osterkamp 1997 
Rev. ed. 

This book guides you through every step of 
setting up your loom--from beaming the 
warp, threading the heddles, and weaving 
the heading.  
Also included are extensive chapters on 
sectional beaming, adjusting looms (and 
how various looms work), tying on new 
warps, knots and much more.  
 

 

Weaver’s book of 8 shaft 
patterns 
 
 

Carol Strickler, ed. 1991 Whether you want to get a project off to a 
fast start or to experiment with confidence, 
A Weaver’s Book of 8-Shaft Patterns can be 
your guide. It’s a recipe book containing 
almost 1,000 weaving patterns on more 
than 25 different weave structures. 

          

Weaver’s wearables 
 

Virginia West 1979 Large format tan staple bound softcover.  
published in 1979. 
Forty simple designs suitable for 
handwoven cloth.   

 

Weaving overshot:  
Redesigning the tradition 

Donna Lee Sullivan 1996  For any weaver, book supplies a substantial 
foundation about this traditional weave 
structure, from basics of threading blocks to 
design techniques. In-depth discussions of 
design variations include turned overshot, 
overshot with more than four shafts, working 
with double layers, tied overshot, and 
reading historic drafts. More than 100 drafts 
and photographs of samples illustrate the 
diverse pattern possibilities that can be 
woven with this traditional weave structure. 

http://eimages.interweave.com/products/450/6081.jpg
http://www.librarything.com/work/1165292
javascript:;


 

Weaving spinning and dyeing 
book 

Rachel Brown 1995 
2

nd
 rev. & 

exp. ed. 

Big, beautiful book with 435 illustrations is 
clear and comprehensive on the subject--
explains everything the expert or beginner 
needs to know on how to weave, spin, and 
dye. 

 

Weaving with three rigid 
heddles: An introduction to 
multiple rigid heddle weaving 
without pick-up sticks 

David B. McKinney 1985 This monograph explains how to weave 
four-harness patterns on a rigid heddle loom 
using 3 rigid heddles of the same size 
(dent). This is achieved through the weaving 
of a sampler that uses all of the treadlings 
or "lifts" that are possible on a four-harness 
loom.  The sampler, which is 18 inches 
wide, was designed for the intermediate 
weaver who has experience weaving on a 
rigid heddle loom or a four harness floor 
loom. 

 

Winding a warp and using a 
paddle 

Peggy Osterkamp 1998 
Rev. ed. 

This book will walk you through every step 
of planning a project and measuring the 
warp threads.  
You learn how to prepare your loom, how to 
thread and sley the reed, tie on new warps, 
and adjusting your loom. The chapters on 
paddles explain how to warp with multiple 
threads at a time.  There are step-by-step 
sections at the ends of chapters for quick 
reference and many illustrations.  Appendix 
information includes conversions of all kinds 
and ten pages of sett tables.   

 
 
Compiled:  31 July 2013; revised 11 Sept. 2014 
 

 
 


